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Design dream

No. 1 was a bed that Joe could get
into and out of without help, but we
didn’t want a hospital bed. We need-
ed storage and good light within
reach, but no sharp corners on Joe’s
side or oversized lamps that would
topple should he grab them for sup-
port. The floor plan would have to
provide 3- to 4-foot pathways for his
walker and perhaps a wheelchair
someday. I pined for a chaise where
I could snooze nearby when trem-
ors make Joe restless, and a pretty
area rug to add a luxurious feel.

Design reality
DeCocco told us to forget about a

large rug (“Rugs are really tricky
with walkers, and I’d forgo any that
aren’t necessary,” she said) – and a
chaise, which would be too big. 

Instead, a small recliner could fit
into a corner, leaving room for a
console or dresser, a king-size plat-
form bed, mix-and-match night-
stands, and even the exercise bike,
DeCocco suggested. 

The new
We repainted the tired yellow

walls with Benjamin Moore’s Flow-
ering Herbs/514, a soft olive that
created a neutral backdrop for a pal-
ette of cream, navy, aqua and rust.
The color carries through to the ad-
jacent bath. The eggshell finish re-
flects light and is scrubbable. 

Our not-so-old mattress now
rests on a sturdy mahogany plat-
form. At 22 inches from the floor,
the mattress is at the height consid-
ered optimal for transfer to and
from a wheelchair, according to the
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago. 

Joe is able to get into and out of
bed more easily. With its button-
tufted white leather headboard, the
bed’s Bauhaus-inspired design had
the feel we were after and no sharp
edges. We bought it on sale and
paid two pros to assemble it. 

We chose a Riley high-leg recliner
from La-Z-Boy, browsing online
first, then visiting the store to order
it in navy leather. The recliner’s
chunky legs are sturdy and carry the
dark wood of the platform across
the space. A small chairside table is
a handy spot for a magazine or cup
of tea and its sparkly base repeats
the chrome accents in our lamps.

The recycled
To save money and get the look

we were after, we brought in two
vintage Heywood-Wakefield pieces
won at auction – a small nightstand
with rounded edges for Joe and a
console for our clothes and TV. 

We also scored a mirrored glass
nightstand for my side of the bed.
Apparently a Neiman-Marcus floor
sample, it was in pristine condition
and roughly half price. 

Our his-and-hers nightstands are
the same height, but a narrower one
on Joe’s side leaves room to keep his
walker and canes at the ready. Paths
on both sides of the bed are wide
enough for a transport chair if need-
ed. 

Both bedside tables have drawers
for storage and cubbies below. Joe
uses his to stash his slippers out of
his way. 

Mixing and matching night-
stands gives the space an informal,
curated-over-time feel.

Accessories
We considered wall-mounted,

swing-arm lamps on both sides of
the bed but ruled them out, fearing

Joe might be tempted to grab them
for support and hurt himself. Small
lamps of chrome and crystal block
shouldn’t present that danger. They
provide some sparkle, ample light
and best of all, plug into $15 adapt-
ers that let us turn them on and off
with a touch of the hand. 

A $34.99 rug from a big-box store
provides a warm spot for bare feet
in front of the recliner and a smaller
version protects the floor under the
exercise bike without obstructing
Joe. Both rugs have anti-skid back-
ing. 

Finishing touches
We covered the existing wood

blinds with a Roman shade. We can
pull the blinds up out of the way or
close them tight for privacy – a
must since we removed the door be-
tween the bedroom and adjoining
tub-and-sink area of the bath so
Joe’s walker would fit through the
frame. 

We tuck in the cream-colored silk
comforter for a streamlined look
and to remove tripping hazards.
Two throws – one hand-stitched in
our accent color of aqua and a knit
blanket in rust – and a pair of Pot-
tery Barn pillows carry the color
scheme through the space.

Next week: A full-scale ADA reno-
vation
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The exercise bike is the only remnant of the “before” bedroom, below, whose wall unit and wicker chair
were removed. The dark chocolate color of the mahogany platform bed is echoed in the chunky legs of
the contemporary recliner and the wall-mounted shelves. 

Retrofitting your space
Here are some ways to make your

home safer for an aging family
member or one who has become
disabled: 

General
m Measure equipment such as

wheelchairs or commode chairs that
must pass through interior doors.
Sizes vary. Door too narrow? Con-
sider removing it or reversing the
swing. Offset, Z-shaped door hinges
are another way to avoid major
reconstruction. 

m Remove breakable objects from
tables and shelves.

m Maintain adequate passage-
ways for wheelchairs – 36 to 48
inches. 

m Replace doorknobs and faucets
with levers, which are easier to use. 

m Consider hardwood or tile
floors, or choose carpet with low
pile. 

In bed and bath
m Choose a firm mattress, which

will be easier to get into and out of. 
m Add pull handles or straps to

dresser drawers for easier opening.
m Consider equipping closets with

sliding doors and rods 4-feet or less
from the floor. 

m Reinforce walls for grab bars,
which should be 2 to 2 1/2 feet long
and 32 to 36 inches high.

m Replace a standard shower-
head with one that can be used as a
hand-held unit.

m Add a rubber mat and a stool
to your shower or tub.

m Install an anti-scald device to
protect sensory-impaired skin from
burns.

m Avoid mats, choose no-slip
ones or use rug-gripper tape to
prevent slipping.

In kitchen and laundry
m Use pullout shelves or Lazy

Susans in cabinets, open shelving
and wall-mounted pegboards for
pans and utensils. 

m Install a mirror over the stove
to provide a view of contents in
deeper pots.

m Choose front-loading laundry
equipment and a stove with front-
mounted controls.
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“Aging in place” principles extend to the great room, where designer Anne DeCocco and the Millers
chose an indoor-outdoor area rug for the conversation grouping; it has no pile to slow Joe Miller down.
To make using a walker easier, they also left a wide, clear path on the bamboo floor from the patio door
through to the kitchen and front door. 

The vintage nightstand has
round edges and a small profile.

Quick, think of 10 ways to use a tree
branch in your house. 

After I’d lit on one use – burn it in the
fireplace – I was stumped.

This is where creative types such as de-
signer Michele Beschen take over. Bes-
chen, host of B. Organic, now in its fourth
season on PBS, teaches people how to be
“naturally creative,” to grab what’s around

them and make
useful stuff.

“It’s all about
celebrating an or-
ganic l i festyle
a n d l e a r n i n g
ways to live re-

sourceful, self-sustaining, beautiful lives,”
she said when I called to tap and channel
some of her creativity.

“My projects help people think different-
ly about natural materials, and about how
to be less wasteful.” 

Besides her TV show, Beschen offers
hands-on workshops for all ages at her stu-
dio in Van Meter, Iowa. 

“Give me an example of how we can use
nature more inside,” I said. 

“Wow, help me narrow it down,” she
said. “Pick one common natural material.”

“Tree branches?” 
“It’s all in how you slice them,” she said.

“You can slice them lengthwise or into
rounds. You can peel off the bark or put
them in a pencil sharpener.

Then she riffs on the many ways to use
tree branches in DIY home projects. I
catch these 10, which come at me fast:

m Take an interesting section, bore sev-
eral same-size holes in it, and use it to hold

votive candles. 
m Gather branches and arrange them in

a vase. Leave the branches natural or paint
or stain them. Add texture by wrapping
them with wire, leather or fibers.

m Cut a 4-inch-thick branch into discs to
make coasters. 

m Cut a thinner branch into discs to
make quarter-sized tags. Punch a hole in
the top of each. Thread with twine, then
tie the twine around jars to label contents
(peach jam), or around gifts. Write on
them with a wood-burning tool.

m Hang a long, sturdy branch on the wall
with extended brackets to make a place to
hang coats or a quilt.

m Get a decorative wood picture frame.
Arrange branches across the back to fill
the void and create free-form art. 

m Find a branch that has split like a
broom and cut it into at least three more
branches. Turn it upside down. Cut the
floor ends so they’re even. Cut the top of
the main single branch, making it flat and
table height. Attach a piece of finished
wood on top to create a side table. 

m Stick smaller twigs in a pencil sharp-
ener, cut them in two- to three-inch
lengths, string them onto some leather
with beads to make a necklace. 

m Line up, then bind same-sized twigs
to form the floor of a tray. Stack and bind
same-length twigs to create sides. 

m Gather kindling scraps for the fire.
I’m a long way away from leading Bes-

chen’s naturally creative and organic life-
style (She makes her own baby wipes), but
I’m inspired to look to nature more for free
decor. 

Here are ways Beschen suggests we fire
up our naturally creative selves at home.

Know it will go. “Nature goes with every-
thing,” said Beschen. “Whether your home
is contemporary or traditional, nature
works. It doesn’t just go in log cabins.”

Shop the best store. Mother Nature’s art
shop is free, open 24-7, and the inventory
is always changing. 

Shake it, wash it. I told Beschen about the
time I hauled in a pile of Spanish moss,
which grows on trees around here, and
used it in a centerpiece on the dining room
table. It was too late when I discovered it
was laced with chiggers, itty-bitty red bugs
whose bites itch beyond all reason. Bes-
chen laughed and shared the story of the
bag of acorns she once set on her carpet,
then soon found the area crawling with ti-
ny worms. So give materials a good shake
outside and wash them well. 

Learn by doing. You can’t be creative with-
out getting hands-on. Leave your inner
critic at the door. This is more about pro-
cess than result.

Embrace your inner artist. “I often hear
people say, ‘I’m not creative,” Beschen
said, “but everyone is. We just lose touch.
Creativity doesn’t have to be in the form of
art, but can be in how we do our job or
dress or cook. We all need to exercise our
creativity more because there is so much
power in it.”

Syndicated columnist and speaker Marni
Jameson is the author of “House of Havoc”

and “The House Always Wins” (Da Capo
Press). Contact her through

www.marnijameson.com.
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Nature offers plenty of materials for inexpen-
sive and unusual home decor. With a flat piece
of wood attached on top, tree branches can
become simple side tables. 


